
Zimbra Company Overview
More than 500 million people trust Zimbra to share what matters most — 
billions of meetings, messages and memories.

Zimbra provides a low-cost, customizable platform to securely exchange  
email messages, calendar appointments, contacts, files and task information 
from desktops, laptops and mobile devices. And now Zimbra Talk provides  
full-featured text chat and video conferencing.

Zimbra Suite Plus Benefits

Highly Scalable and Perfect for Small and Large Infrastructures
Zimbra Suite Plus is the modular add-on that allows you to extend your 
Zimbra Server’s capabilities on Zimbra Open Source or Network Edition, such 
as real-time hot backup and restore or mobile push synchronization, with 
easily affordable options.

Zimbra Backup Plus
Featuring a cutting-edge, real-time engine,  
Zimbra Backup Plus takes care of backing up  
every single item and event on your server  
with split-second precision. 

It is specifically designed to avoid data loss  
by using atomic and ever-consistent algorithms,  
while still saving disk space thanks to an  
intelligent deduplication and compression system.

Zimbra Backup Plus features several restore options,  
ranging from a single-item restore to complete disaster recovery.

All of the restore modes are transparent to the end-user and are 100% 
independent of the OS and architecture: you can restore data on any 
supported Zimbra version regardless of the version of the source server.

Zimbra Suite Plus
Made to Expand Your  
Zimbra Server’s Capabilities

ZIMBRA SUITE 
INCLUDES:
• Zimbra Backup Plus

• Zimbra Admin Plus

• Zimbra HSM Plus

• Zimbra Mobile Plus

https://www.zimbra.com/zimbra-suite-plus/zimbra-backup-plus/
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Zimbra Suite Plus
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Zimbra HSM Plus 
HSM allows you to manage multiple volumes and HSM policies through the 
Zimbra Suite Plus Administration Zimlet. This Zimlet is completely integrated 
in your Zimbra Administration Console, giving you the tools to organize and 
manage your storage effectively. 

Spare valuable storage space thanks to a customizable compression threshold 
and multiple HSM policies, easily expand your Zimbra server by adding new 
volumes at will, improve your server performances by splitting the I/O load on 
different storage media and use different tiers of storage equipment.

WWW.ZIMBRA.COM

Zimbra Admin Plus
Zimbra Admin Plus is your next step in Zimbra Administration. 

Grant Delegated Admin rights to users on your server so they can perform user 
management tasks, such as setting quotas, modifying COS variables and setting 
user limits for your domains. This means you can more gracefully handle one of the 
most delicate tasks of a system administrator: multi-tenancy.

Keep track of both your Delegated Admins’ actions and your domain status thanks 
to the reporting features of Zimbra Admin Plus, which is integrated with the 
Zimbra Administration Console via the Zimbra Suite Administration Zimlet.

Zimbra Mobile Plus 
Zimbra Mobile Plus allows your users to synchronize their Zimbra mailbox with 
their mobile devices through the widespread Exchange ActiveSync protocol, natively 
supported by the vast majority of mobile devices. Whether it is a mobile phone or a 
tablet, corporate or BYOD, your data will always be at your fingertips, without any 
middle-ware or dedicated client.

Not just a viewing medium, but a complete communication solution that allows you 
to send and receive emails, use the Global Address List, fully manage contacts in your 
Zimbra address book, create appointments, arrange meetings and manage task lists.

About Zimbra
Zimbra, a Synacor brand, connects people and information with unified 
collaboration software that includes email, calendaring, file sharing, chat and video 
chat. Zimbra is trusted by more than 5,000 companies and government customers, 
as well as by service providers who manage Zimbra in the cloud for more than 
200,000 businesses. Zimbra is the largest provider of open source collaboration 
software in the world. www.zimbra.com
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